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Role of the Customer Advisory Panel
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We first established the Customer Advisory Panel in 2019, to seek feedback on, and help shape, our customised price-quality path 

(CPP) proposal to the Commerce Commission.

The Customer Advisory Panel is a recognition that it can be difficult to meaningfully engage with all of Aurora Energy’s various 

customer groups and truly capture representative viewpoints.

The objectives of the Customer Advisory Panel are:

― To advise and represent to Aurora Energy the perspectives and preferences, including the service measures, that are important to 

consumers

― To understand Aurora Energy’s business in order to provide meaningful input into Aurora Energy’s proposal for a customised price-

quality path application, including its future investment plans and pricing options

― To advise Aurora Energy on consumer perspectives, and perceptions, of the possible impact of new technologies on electricity 

users

― To provide feedback on communication and engagement strategies to enhance Aurora Energy’s communication with its 

community, consumer groups and electricity consumers.

― To provide input into Aurora Energy’s customer service process improvement ideas, to ensure Aurora Energy is able to capture 

systemic customer issues and improve the customer experience it provides.



Objectives of this consultation…
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To inform and seek views on:

― The way in which our pricing needs to 

transform in order to support 

electrification and decarbonisation

― Changes we have implemented, and 

further changes we propose, to the 

allocation of costs to pricing areas

― Simplification of the way in which our 
prices are published.



INTRODUCTION
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RECAP – AURORA ENERGY’S PAST 18 MONTHS



Aurora Energy’s CPP Proposal
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On June 12, Aurora Energy submitted its customised price-quality path (CPP) to the Commerce 

Commission, following an intensive period of development and public consultation

CPP Application.

Our application for a 

customised price-quality 

path (CPP), sets out our 

proposal for future network 

investment (price path) 

and reliability standards 

(quality path) for the three 

years ending 31 March 

2024. 

Asset Management Plan. 

Our updated asset 

management plan 

supporting the CPP 

Application, details how we 

will manage and invest in 

the network over the ten 

years from 1 April 2020 to 31 

March 2030. 

Consultation Report. 

Summarises how we 

consulted customers on our 

future investment plans for 

the CPP period, the 

feedback we received and 

how we addressed it in our 

final CPP proposal. 

CPP Financial Model. 

Provides the Building Blocks 

Allowable Revenue model 

that the Commission uses to 

calculate revenues for a 

regulated firm based on 

actual and forecast costs 

for the CPP period.

Financial and Modelling 

Information Report. Provides 

context and explanation 

for the information 

provided in the CPP 

Financial Model.

Independent Verifier’s 

Report. Independent 

engineering and economic 

assessment by Farrier Swier 

and GHD of our proposed 

expenditure to assist the 

Commission in making its 

decisions.



What we proposed to invest in
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Renewals

Reliability / 
Safety

Preventive 
Maintenance

Vegetation

Corrective 
Maintenance

Capability

SONS

People 
Cost

IT and OT

Demand, 
Resilience

Customer 
Service

Future 
Technology

― A safe and reliable network 

requires a major renewal 

programme to address end of 

life assets 

― To prepare for the future and to 

deliver our renewal programme 

efficiently we will continue to 

invest in business support 

systems and people

― As well as renewing existing 

infrastructure, we are meeting 

capacity growth in the fast-

growing areas of Central Otago 

and Queenstown Lakes and 

preparing for a future shaped 

by new technology options and 

changing customer choices. 



The CPP Decision
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The Commerce Commission’s final decision was that a substantial proportion of Aurora Energy’s proposal had been 

justified.

Aurora Proposal Final Decision Variance

Network capital $341.2 million $312.2 million -$29 million (-8.5%)

Non-network capital $15.2 million $15.2 million $0 million (0%)

Network operations & maintenance $91.6 million $90.8 million -$0.8 million (-0.9%)

Non-network operations $161.4 million $145.1 million -$16.3 million (10.1%)

Our focus is now on delivering our plan and ensuring that we meet our commitments.



INTRODUCTION
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RECAP – PRICING 101



Regulatory oversight of Aurora Energy
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“Promoting competition, reliable supply 

and efficient operation in the electricity 

sector.”

Oversees distribution and 
transmission pricing methodologies  
(how the revenue pie is divided 
up). 

Oversees market design and 
market operations

monitoring and enforcing 
compliance with market rules.

“Promoting competition in markets for the 

long term benefit of consumers.”

Approves annual revenue we can 
recover as part of our lines charges 
– and sets quality outputs

Sets the rules on the information we 
need to provide every year

Sets and administers the penalty / 
reward and enforcement 
framework 

EA decision making and economic framework



Some background
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Most retailers bundle all these costs into your bill…



How Aurora Energy’s charges are built up
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Regulated 
Asset Base

Other minor
capex

Regulatory
Asset Base

(RAB)

Return

on assets
 (at regulatory 

WACC)

Depreciation 
recovery

Operations and
maintenance opex

TOTAL
ALLOWED 
REVENUE

Residential
Line Charge

Fixed charge
+

kWh charge

Existing
assets

Network
capex

Recoverable 

Costs

Capital 
contributions

-

Business and
Commercial
Line Charge

Fixed charge 
+

Capacity charge
+ 

Demand charge

Incentives /adjustments

Transmission Charges

Regulatory levies

Local Authority Rates

Pass-through 
Costs

Taxation charge

+

+

Corporate opex

Distribution

Revenue

Pass-through
Revenue

Input costs Revenue Charges
Today, we’ll discuss:

The future shape of 

residential distribution 

charges

Cost allocations



Aurora Energy’s pricing process simplified
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Calculate target       
revenue

Set by the 
Commerce 
Commission

Allocate to 
pricing areas

Allocate to 
customer load 

groups

Calculate 
customer price 

components 

based on 
forecast usage & 
control discounts

― Queenstown
― Central Otago
― Dunedin

― Residential
― General (LG1 

to LG5)



INTRODUCTION
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PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

THE SHAPE OF ENERGY IS CHANGING



We are expecting a step change increase in electricity demand
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New Zealand has  committed to achieving net-zero emissions by 2050, with key enablers being electrification of 

transport and process heat.

This has the potential to place demands that are beyond the capacity of electricity networks to deliver, resulting in 

the need for significant investments in growth that could exacerbate energy affordability issues, if not carefully 

managed 



The problem
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New (and existing) approaches can help manage the transition more affordably
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Traditional load control: - Restricting the use of certain appliances to specified times of the day, in return for a 

lower price.

Cost reflective pricing: - Differential pricing (peak / off-peak) that encourages discretionary energy use to 

be shifted to off-peak periods.

Flexibility services: - Contracts to deploy aggregated distributed energy resources during periods of 

peak demand on the network, when called upon to do so.

These can all be used in combination.



Distribution pricing reform is happening across the industry
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― The Electricity Authority measures distributor’s progress towards 
cost-reflective pricing annually.

― For 2021 pricing methodologies, Aurora was ranked first 

among its 29 peers.

― This isn’t a measure of ‘best pricing’, but the degree to 

which current and future pricing is explained and 

communicated



INTRODUCTION
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PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

A NECESSARY DISCLAIMER



Disclaimer

We need to be clear about a couple of things before we get into the detail of our future pricing strategy.
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― Our pricing strategy can deliver benefits if 

customers can react to the price signal we send.

― Currently, many electricity retailers do not 

transparently identify distribution charges on 

electricity bills

― Our proposal presumes that customers will receive 

a price signal that allows them to understand the 

cost implications of using electricity at different 

times and react accordingly:

― This might be through transparent charges on 

electricity bills; or

― Through the emergence of third-party 

intermediaries that provide innovative services 

to help customer manage their demand

― Our pricing strategy can hold prices lower than 

they otherwise would have been, if we can 

manage peak demand and defer or avoid 

investment in growth

― However, our prices are on an upward path, as a 

result of the significant investments we need to 

make in asset renewals (these were approved by 

the Commerce Commission earlier this year)

― The proposed way of pricing our services as part of 

this Consultation will not reverse the price 

increases that are to come over the next few 

years as part of our CPP work programme.



INTRODUCTION
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PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

OVERVIEW



Aurora Energy’s pricing strategy
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― We are focussing on 

residential prices first.  

General prices will follow, 

but they are currently more 

cost reflective and 

residential prices, and can 

wait

― Changes will be made 

gradually over the next five 

years, in order to manage 

bill shock and allow 

customers to become used 

to how the new pricing 

structures will work.

We are 
consulting now 
about changes 
from April 2022

We are 
consulting now 
about changes 
from April 2023

(Covered in Part B)



What is cost-reflective pricing?
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Our proposed approach in summary
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INTRODUCTION
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PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

TIME OF USE PRICES



Time of use pricing
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― We intend to implement time of 

use pricing with relatively weak 

price signals initially (the 

difference between peak and 

off-peak prices).

― Over the following five years, 

we will progressively increase 

the strength of the price signal 

until it is at an optimal level.

― This gives customers time to 

understand the implications of 

time of use pricing and to 

progressively adapt their 

consumption behaviour (small 

steps).

― We don’t want to make sudden 

and severe changes that 

customers can’t cope with.



Characteristics of time of use pricing
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― Electricity networks have to be designed to cope 

with peak demand, therefore it makes sense to 

align pricing to those periods (higher prices during 

periods of higher cost).

― If our pricing can encourage customers to shift 

their electricity usage to off-peak periods, where 

they can, we can limit the growth of peak demand 

and defer or avoid costly investment in more 

network capacity.   If Aurora can avoid those 

costs, prices will be kept lower for longer.

― Time of use pricing also encourages customers to 

invest in new distributed energy resources that can 

be used to further limit the growth in peak 

demand.

― Our pricing areas have different demand curves, 

and so time of use pricing may look different from 

region-to-region



INTRODUCTION
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PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

OVERVIEW

PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

FIXED PRICES
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Fixed prices
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― Time of use charges will only recover a portion of the revenue requirement.

― We are required to recover residual revenue in a way that does not distort electricity usage (provides an even 

incentive to use electricity at any time of day).

― Currently, the proportion of fixed charges for Aurora Energy’s residential customers is limited to $0.15 per day, by 

the Electricity (Low Fixed Charge Tariff Option for Domestic Consumers) Regulations 2004.  These regulations are 

being progressively revoked over the next five years, and we intend to increase the proportion of fixed charges 

over that time.

― Increasing the proportion of fixed charges helps to compensate for the fact that some customers pay more than 

their fair share of networks costs, and others pay less.



The proportion of fixed charges will vary
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― Because time of use charges are designed to signal future network costs, areas where growth is forecast to be low will see:

― A relatively smaller proportion of their annual charge from time of use prices, and a greater proportion of their annual 

charge from fixed prices.

― A weaker (smaller) differential between peak and off-peak prices.

― Because growth (and therefore network congestion) varies across the network, the proportions of fixed and time of use charges 

will vary from region-to-region.

― This does not mean that more revenue will be recovered from a congested area under our future pricing approach, compared 

to existing pricing.  It does mean that individual incentives to adjust energy consumption behaviour will be different, however



INTRODUCTION
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PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

OVERVIEW

PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

CONTROLLED SERVICE DISCOUNTS



We will be retaining our controlled services
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― We intend to retain our discounted pricing for controlled services, including:

― Hot water

― Night-store heating

― Night-only service

― These services help us to manage peak demand, and already receive discounted 

pricing; however, we need to review those discounts to make sure that they are 

consistent with the peak / off-peak pricing signal.

― Controlled services could be extended in the future if customers want that.  

Additional services might include off-peak charging of electric vehicles and other 

batteries.



INTRODUCTION
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PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

OVERVIEW

PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

INCENTIVES ON NEW TECHNOLOGIES



Impact on customers with new technologies
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― Generation highest in the middle of the day when demand is lowest.

― Export of excess generation can create voltage issues.

― Users still require the use of the grid during peak times. 

― Users can store excess generation from the middle of the day and then discharge to 

power their home during peak times.

― Reduces the overall demand on the network during peak times.

― Customers will minimise their time of use charges.

― Allows customers to shift their electricity demand to off-peak times and reduce their time 

of use charges.

― Stand-alone isn’t as beneficial to customers as when paired with solar panels, because 

customer still have to purchase their energy (albeit at lower, night rates).

― Time of use charges will provide incentives for electric vehicle owners to charge at off-

peak times.

― As technology evolves customers may be able to use their vehicle’s battery to power their 

household during peak times and recharge at off-peak times.

Solar installations 
without battery 

storage

Solar installations with 
battery storage

Stand alone battery 
storage

Electric vehicles
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PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

OVERVIEW

PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

CUSTOMER IMPACTS



Impact on different customers
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Impact on different customers
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PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

OVERVIEW

PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

FUTURE PRICING ROADMAP



Our roadmap for new pricing
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INTRODUCTION
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PART A
OUR FUTURE PRICING STRATEGY

OVERVIEW

PART B
PRICING METHODOLOGY REFINEMENT

FUTURE PRICING ROADMAP



Our Pricing Methodology…
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― Published annually (31 March) on our website

― Explains:

― how costs are allocated to each of our pricing areas;

― how costs are allocated to customer load groups in each 

pricing area;

― How price components are calculated;

― Includes a summary of our pricing strategy and pricing roadmap.

― Includes some pricing policy information; e.g., seasonal loads.

― Describes the pricing methodology for large, stand-alone distributed 

generation connections.



We propose retaining our existing pricing areas
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Criteria for determining pricing areas:

― The network layout is clearly defined and identified, 

with a clear link between costs and the services 

provided.

― The areas are interconnected and able to support 

each other by transferring electrical demand.

― Adjoining areas have similar network characteristics.

― The benefits of separating out pricing areas offsets 

the costs of administering the additional pricing 

areas.

WE CONSIDER THAT OVERHEAD
COSTS HOWEVER SHOULD BE
SPREAD ACROSS THE ENTIRE

CUSTOMER BASE, WHERE SCALE
BENEFITS CAN BE REALISED.

OUR CURRENT PRICING
PHILOSOPHY IS THAT THE COSTS OF

PROVIDING NETWORK ASSETS
WITHIN A PRICING AREA SHOULD

LIE WHERE THEY FALL.



Allocating costs to pricing areas
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Rationale for selecting cost allocators:

We use proxy cost allocators for components of our 

allowable revenue, to align the revenue we collect 

from each pricing area with the underlying costs of 

supplying services to that area.

For each cost category, we consider:

― How well the allocator reflects the drivers of costs

― How reliable and straightforward the allocator is

― Whether the allocator is transparent

― Whether the allocator is predictable and stable.

In response to feedback received during our CPP consultation, we made refinements to the way we allocate 

operational costs to pricing areas before we set pricing in March this year.

We are proposing further changes to refine the way we allocate capital investment-related costs to pricing areas.

We currently use an estimate of replacement 

cost to allocate capital investment-related 

costs .



Allocating capital investment-related costs
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THERE ARE TWO ALLOCATORS THAT WOULD BE SUITABLE FOR
DETERMINING THE RECOVERY OF INVESTMENT-RELATED COSTS IN

EACH REGIONAL PRICING AREA.

1.

2.

― RC may not reflect the actual investment occurring in a 

particular pricing region.

― While RC is an estimate, it applies to all pricing areas, 

and therefore it is the relative value in each area that is 

important, not the absolute value.

― RAB is valued according to the rules that are used to 

determine our allowable revenue under price-quality 

regulation.

― Total RAB is transparent reported in our annual 

information disclosures.

― We are proposing to use RAB as the allocator from 1 

April 2022.



Regional impact of moving to RAB allocation…
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Changing the allocation basis will result in changes to the allocated costs and associated charges.



Simplifying the way prices are published…
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Queenstown Network
(D) (P) (D + P)

C1. Residential Connections Code Distribution Pass-through Delivery Units

Daily Fixed Price (≤15kVA) FRSD15 15.00 15.00 ¢/day

Daily Fixed Price (≤8kVA) FRSD8 4.10 4.10 ¢/day

Uncontrolled - Summer 201 8.80 0.34 9.14 ¢/kWh

Uncontrolled - Winter 201 10.71 3.64 14.35 ¢/kWh

Controlled (20hr) 209 5.06 1.15 6.21 ¢/kWh

Controlled (16hr) 206 2.25 0.52 2.77 ¢/kWh

Night Boost (13hr) 203 3.31 0.75 4.06 ¢/kWh

Night Boost (11hr) 204 2.02 0.47 2.49 ¢/kWh

Night Only 208 1.44 1.44 ¢/kWh

Daily Price Component

Volumetric Price Component

Queenstown Network
C1. Residential Connections Code Delivery Units

Daily Fixed Price (≤15kVA) FRSD15 15.00 ¢/day

Daily Fixed Price (≤8kVA) FRSD8 4.10 ¢/day

Uncontrolled - Summer 201 9.14 ¢/kWh

Uncontrolled - Winter 201 14.35 ¢/kWh

Controlled (20hr) 209 6.21 ¢/kWh

Controlled (16hr) 206 2.77 ¢/kWh

Night Boost (13hr) 203 4.06 ¢/kWh

Night Boost (11hr) 204 2.49 ¢/kWh

Night Only 208 1.44 ¢/kWh

Volumetric Price Component

Daily Price Component



The consultation process…
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